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1- ENGLISH LITERATURE- 
Ch-8   Book Cover 
Write in CW 
Answer the following questions- 
 
Q1- Who is the writer of the story “Happy Forest Tales”? 
A- Shikha Chopra is the writer of the story “ Happy Forest Tales”. 
 
Q2- How many types of animals are there in this story? 
A- There are four types of animals. They are – Friendly Fireflies, Wicked wolves, Naughty squirrels, and Chirpy birds.    
 
Q3- Which type of trip for kids to the exciting world of animals and bird? 
A- A fun trip for kids to the exciting world of animals and birds. 
 
  Learn all word meanings. 
 
2-ENGLISH LANGUAGE- 
Ch- 9 'Making plurals ' 
Write- Rule no. 2 for makings plurals. 
There are many words that are converted into plurals noun by adding 's'.While many are formed into plural nouns by adding 'es' at 
the end.  
The words which end at 'ch' and 's' 
There we used 'es' for making them plurals. 
Learn-Learn the rule no.2 
VIDEO PART-2 
 
3-HINDI- 
(write in CW) 

उलटे-पलुटे वर्ण को सही कर्ण र्ें  ललखिए: 
1. ट+ट+र्+र्= टर्टर् 

2.क+द+र+अ= 

3.उ+न+ब+ट= 

4.द+र+ब+ग= 

5.क+ह+ट+ल= 

 
 
4- MATHS- 
Chapter-12 
Solve these sums: 
(1) 24 + 45 = ( ) 
(2) 32 + 70 = ( ) 
(3) 16 + 10 = ( ) 
(4) 43 + 34 = ( ) 
(5) 10 + 40 = ( ) 
Learn- revised all previous works  
Do all sums in your book  
Watch  video chapter-12    Part-2 will be continued.  
 
5-EVS- 
chapter 11   Safety in your hands 
Write Questions Answer ( first you will all answers in book then write down qus/ ans in CW) 
Ans 1. We should keep ourselves safe by following Safety rules. 



Ans 2. We should walk on the footpath. 
Ans  3. We should cross the road by using Zebra crossing. 
Video- Ch-11 Safety in our hand Part-3 
 
6- COMPUTER- 
REVISION 
Learn and write in register.(2 times)  
Q- What are keys?  
A- A keyboard contains a number of buttons called keys. 
 
7-  Dictation- 
Write (do in CW writing notebook ) write each words 3-3 times. 
English-  1- Autumn            2- Summer             3- Winter             4- Pictures           5- Forest 

Hindi-  १-  अगंरू        २- स्कूटर       ३- बगैन         ४- हाथी     ५- घोडा    I 


